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Abstract
In recent years, databaseresearchand product
developmentactivities have focusedon support
for non-traditional data types, such as text or
multi-media documents. This paper describes
an approach of coupling SQL databasesand
content-specific search engines, such as fulltext retrieval engines,in an efficient manner.It
is based on a query rewrite scheme that
exploits so-called table functions, which are
used to pass results from external search
engines into the databaseengine. Using this
approach the content-specific indexing mechanisms of searchengines can be exploited without having to extend the databaseengine with
new accessmethods, or having to break up the
search engine to map its indexing schemeto
databaseindex structures.

1 Introduction
In recent years, databaseresearchand product development activities in the areas of object-orient&d,extensible, and object-relational databaseshave focused on
support for non-traditional data types, such as text or
multi-media documents [Car86, CD96, Cha96, Kim95,
Loh91, Schw86, Sto96, ZM90). These activities have
resulted in systemsthat support extensibility in terms of
their type systems and their query languages. Such
extensibility features permit the creation of new data
types and new functions (or methods) to accommodate
new types of content in the databaseas well aswell asto
manipulate and searchsuch content.
Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is
granted provided that the copies are not madeor distributed
for direct commercial advantage, the VLDB copyright notice
and the title of the publication and its date appeac and notice
is given that copying is by permission of the VeryLarge Data
BaseEndowment. Tocopy otherwise, or to republish, requires
a fee and/or special permissionfrom the Endowment.
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Existing object-relational database products, such as
IBMs DB2 Universal Database [Cha96, Dav96a] or
Informix Universal Server [Dav96b] provide an architecture and APIs for integrating content management
and searchfor new data types in the form of plug-ins.’
This is especially attractive for vendors of content-specific searchengines,giving them the opportunity to plug
their existing search engine products into the database
engine with minimal migration efforts, thereby providing databaseusers with their advanced content search
capabilities inside SQL.
This trend is also reflected in current standardization
efforts, such as SQL3 [Me196], ODMG [Cat96], and
SQL/MM [Cot96a]. The current version of the SQL3
standarddraft, which is expectedto become an official
standardin 1998, specifieslanguageextensions for creating complex, user-defined types (abstract data types,
or ADTs) and user-definedfbnctions (UDFs). The SQL3
standard specification is ‘supplemented’ by the SQL/
MM documents,which attempt to standardizethe structure and behavior of multi-media data types such as text
or image, as well as other non-traditional data types
such as geospatial data, in the context of the SQL language.
In order to efficiently support the addition of such new
data types, a databaseengine has to be truly extensible,
meaning that the engine and the optimizer have to be
able to recognize and execute user-defined types and
functions in the same way as built-in ones. Moreover,
indexing support hasto be extendedin such a way that it
also coversuser-defineddata types.
Various approachesfor extending indexing support have
been developed over the last years [Aok91, DDSS95,
GFHR96, LS88, Sto86]. In the relational, or object-relational context, someof these approachespermit the user
or databaseadministrator to create indices not only on
table columns, but also on the results of function invocations or expressionsinvolving columns. While indexing
on the results of function invocations is definitely an
important concept, it does not help at all in the support
of content searchon data types such as text documents
or images. Content search on such data types usually
involves predicatesfor specifying that a certain value or
document should match a (potentially very complex)
1.
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IBM calls such plug-ins‘relationalextenders’
[IBM95], Informix callsthem ‘DataBlade 8’

searchpattern. Neither storing the complete documentnor
storing the result of a simple function invocation on a document in an index helps to support such types of queries.
other approacheshave concentrated on developing new
databaseaccessmethods for non-traditional content, such
as for text or spatial data [Gut84, Jag90].While the incorporation of new accessmethodsinto the databaseengine is
probably the most effective way to enhanceindexing capabilities, it is also the most expensive one. In general, this
is hardly possible by just plugging in some code into the
engine. Because of its interaction with central database
components such as locking and recovery management,
adding an access method is a complicated task that
requires advanceddatabaseskills and intimate knowledge
of the underlying databasesystem.Especially for a vendor
that is specialized in search technology for specific types
of content and would like to implement a database‘plugin’ for existing object-relational DBMS, adding an access
method to the DBS may not be feasible. In addition to the
above described databaseaspects,such a vendor also has
to map his content-specific index data structures and the
processing model of the indexing engine to the indexing
approach of the databasesystem. Thus, it is likely that
becauseit is exactly the (usually proprietary) indexing and
search technology where vendors differ and compete, a
single accessmethod provided by the databasevendor for
a specific type of content, such as d-treesfor text, doesnot
meet the requirementsof such a vendor.
This paper describesan approach of coupling SQL databasesand content-specificsearchengines,suchas full-text
retrieval engines, in an efficient manner. It is basedon a
query rewrite schemethat exploits so-called table t%nctions, which are used to passresults from external search
engines into the databaseengine. Using this approachthe
content-specific indexing mechanisms of search engines
can be exploited without having to extend the database
engine with new accessmethods,or having to break up the
search engine to map its indexing scheme to database
index structures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a sample scenario from the area of text databases,
which serves as a running example throughout the text,
and illustrates the problem we are addressingwith our proposed approach. In Section 3, we introduce the usageof
table functions, which resembles a first step towards a
solution. Section 4 describesthe definition of index functions and the associated query rewrite approach. Additional aspects related to the index function rewrite are
discussedin Section 5. A discussionof related work is presentedin Section 6, and Section 7 resemblesour final conclusions.

2 Text Search in SQL Databases - a Sample
Scenario
In order to prepare the grounds for the discussion of our
approach,we describea samplescenarioin the areaof text
searchin SQL databases.
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2.1 SQL3 and SQL/MM Full-Text
SQL3 definesstatementsfor adding so-called abstractdata
types (ADTs) to the databasetype system. ADTs have
attributes, whose values can again be ADTs. Moreover,
subtyping with inheritance as well as encapsulation are
supported.ADTs ‘live’ inside columns of relational tables,
and they can only be inspected and modified using their
functional interface, i.e., the set of functions defined for
the ADT. Using the SQL mechanismsfor creating ADTs
and user-definedfunctions, any databaseuser having the
required privileges can extend SQL to accomodate,modify, and searchover new types of content.
The SQL/MM Full-Text document [Cot96b] attempts to
standardizethe integration of text retrieval in SQL based
on the conceptsintroduced in SQL3 by providing definitions of text-related ADTs and their functional interfaces.
For example,the ADT ‘FullText’ is delined, together with
a number of functions operating on the ‘FullText’ ADT.
Oncethis ADT is available in a database,a user can define
a table with a full-text column in the following way to create a table with information about projects.
CREATE TABLE projects (
proj-no
integer,
title
varchar@O),
budget
integer,
description FullText)
In addition, SQL/MM defines a number of functions to
work with values of type ‘FullText’, such as constructor
functions and searchfunctions. For example, the function
‘contains’ can be used to perform text searchon columns
of type ‘FullText’ in the following way.
SELECT proj_no, title
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE contains(description,
‘ “database”IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘)
The above query would return all projects with a textual
description that contains the word “database” in the same
sentenceas “object-relational”. The ‘contains’ function
involved in this query has two arguments(a value of type
FullText and a searchpattern string), and it returns a booleanvalue.
A vendor implementing the SQL/MM Full-Text specification can supply function libraries and DDL statementsthat
can be executed to create the ADTs and additional mnctions in the scopeof a database,so that a databaseuser can
usethem in the abovedescribedmanner.
2.2 Problem Description
It is obvious that the above SQL query involving text
searchcannot be efficiently executedwithout somesort of
indexing schemeon FullText documents. Otherwise, the
‘contains’ function would have to be performed on the
description column for each tuple in the projects table.
This would dramatically impact the overall execution cost
of the statement not just because of the full table scan

involved in the evaluation, but also becauseof the costsof
evaluating the ‘contains’ function itself. Without appropriate index support, ‘contains’ would have to fully analyze
the given document to determine whether it matchesthe
searchexpression.
This type of search and indexing support is well-understood and commercially available in the area of information retrieval and full-text search engines. Such engines
utilize index structures based on inverted word lists
[Sa189],and they typically support APIs to
construct a (named)index for a collection of documents
in a given scopesomehowidentified by the user, and
searchfor all identifiers of documentsin a certain scope
(given by the index name)that match a given text search
pattern.
This is exactly the functionality required for index support
in database-orientedtext search, where the scope of an
index is usually the FullText column of a basetable, and
FullText documentscan be identified in the context of this
table either by a row or tuple identifier, or by a unique key
value (e.g., the primary key).
As discussed previously, there are various reasons why
existing approaches,such as using indices on fUnctiona
expressions,utilizing existing accessmethods,or adding a
new accessmethod to the databaseengine either do not
apply, or are not desirable,essentially becausethey require
to break up the existing text search engine and map its
indexing and searchschemeto the one of the databasesystem. This forces the vendor to expose proprietary key
technology by making it ‘public’ in the databaseindex,
which is any many casesnot tolerable. We are therefore
looking for a more light-weight approach that preserves
the text searchengine, and allows to utilize its index-based
search technology inside of the databaseengine through
its standardAPIs. In such an approach,user-defineddatabase functions (e.g., ‘contains’) would be realized in an
external programming language (such as C), and would
utilize the external searchengine through its standardprogramming APIs.
l

l

2.3 Implementing SQL/MM Full-Text: the DB2 Text
Extender
As an example of an implementation of the SQL/MM
Full-Text specification, we introduce the DB2 Text
Extender, a ‘plug-in’ developed for IBMs DB2 Universal
Databaseproduct [Cha96, Dav96a]. DB2 Universal Databasesupports someof the object-relational featuresspecified in SQL3, such as user-defineddistinct types and userdefined functions. These features serve as a basis for the
implementation of the Text Extender,which integratestext
search into SQL by utilizing an IBM stand-alone text
searchengine called SearchManager.
Using Text Extender, the SQL statementsintroduced in
Section 2.1 look slightly different. The projects table
would now be defined in the following way.
CREATE TABLE projects (
integer,
proj-no
varchar(50),
title

budget
integer,
description CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT,
description-id db2texth)
Text content is storedin the table using the traditional data
types available for character data, such as variable length
characterdata types, or characterlarge objects. Each text
colwnn is ‘accompanied’ by an additional column of type
‘db2texth’, which is a user-defined distinct type introducedby Text Extender.The values of thesecolumns (also
called text handles)serve,among other things, to uniquely
identify the text documents in the text column for the
search engine. When issuing text search queries, the
accompanyinghandle column hasto be usedinsteadof the
text columns itself, as illustrated in the following query.’
SELECT proj-no, title
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE contains(description-id,
‘ “database”IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘)
Figure 1 explains the basic architecture of the text
extenderin terms of the interaction of the databaseengine
with the text searchengine, and helps to illustrate how the
above query would be evaluated. Please note that the
architecture depicted in the figure is in so far incomplete
as it illustrates only aspectsrelated to text search UDFs.
Additional hctionality
and components of Text
Extender, such as client components and administrative
APIs are not described.The query would be submitted via
a DB2 client to the DB2 server engine. For eachrow in the
projects table, the engine calls the contains function with
the contents of the description-id column and the search
pattern as arguments. The contains tiction is a userdefined function written in a 3GL (C). It again calls the
text search engine (realized as a set of C functions in a
sharedlibrary), passingit the searchpattern as well as the
name of the index covering the text documents stored in
the description column of the projects table.2 The text
search engine returns the result of the text search to the
contains UDF body in form of a list of document identifiers (i.e., values of type db2texth). The UDF checks
whether the identifier that has been supplied by the databaseengine is actually contained in the result list returned
by the text search engine, and returns the appropriate
result (‘true’ or ‘false’) to the databaseengine. Based on
the result of the contains function call, the databaseengine
will construct the query result. It is possible for the contains UDF to keep the results returned by the text search
engine acrossinvocations inside of a query by using a special ‘scratchpad’ memory area supplied by the engine.
Therefore, the actual text search using the external text
searchengine has to be performed only once, during the
1.
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This approachwaschosento be able to perform text
search over existing character data columns without
breaking existing applications.TheADT supportwill
be ad&d in a fnture release.
This information is stored in text extender system catalog tables in the database.

[IBM95, IBM96].
Problem Description Rephrased
client

Although the above described architecture permits the
exploitation of an external text search engine through its
native APIs, and even limits the interaction to a single call
(performedduring the first call of the contains UDF), there
is no way to avoid a full table scanon the projects table. In
other words, although the text search engine can provide
the result in form of a set of identifiers in one call, the
databaseengine will call the contains function for each
row in the table. The main problem is therefore: How can
the set of identifiers returned by a text index lookup
(involving the API of the external text search engine) be
fed back into the databasequery evaluation process in a
way that is comparable to a ‘traditional’ databaseindex
lookup to avoid the table scan. Moreover, the mechanism
to achievethis integration of results needsto be externally
available through a databaseAPI, so that it can be utilized
by anybody that wants to integrate support for new data
types*

server

Figure 1: Interaction of databaseand
text searchengine in Text Extender.
first invocation of the contains UDF inside of a query.
There are several issues related to this type of coupling
that we would like to addressvery briefly.
Text index creation is initiated using a separatetext
extender API implementedon top of DB2. It utilizes
DB2 storedproceduresto have the text engine build the
index, which consistsof a set of files storedoutside of
DB2 in an index directory on the server system.
Meta information relevant for text search,such as the
namesof databasecolumns enabledfor text searchand
the namesof the external text indices covering a certain
databasecolumn are storedin additional ‘catalog’
tables. The catalog table is a regular DB2 table, whose
contentsare manipulated by the text extenderadmin
functions, but can be read by the end-userusing standard SQL.
9 For constructing the external text index, a separateprocessis initiated that accessesthe text catalog table and
determinesthe text column containing the text data, as
well as the associatedhandle column. It then readsthe
text data plus the handle on a per-documentbasis,and
analyzesthe text for constructing the index entries, storing the text handle value as a unique identifier of the
document inside the index.
DB2 triggers, which may also call UDFs in the conditions and trigger bodies, are usedto reflect updatesperformed on text columns correctly in the corresponding
text indices.
The contains UDF for text searchruns in the sameprocessand addressspaceas the databaseengine. This

3 Using Table Functions - a Fist Step

l

Essentially, the problem described above lies in the mismatch of the text search engine access (one accessper
basetable column or index, returning a set of identifiers)
and the SQL text searchfunction ‘contains’ (one call per
given identifier, result is true/false). This can be overcome
by replacing or supplementingthe ‘contains’ function with
a different type of userdetied function that matches the
characteristicsof the text engine access.Basedon the conceptsand syntax introduced in SQL3, we can define a new
user-defined function that takes as its arguments a text
search pattern and information about the scope of the
search,and produces as a result a table of identifiers for
the documents matching the search expression. The following syntax could be used to create such a function in
SQL, which is named ‘containstable’?

l

CREATE FUNCTION containstable
VARCHAR( 8),
(schema
VARCHAR( 18),
table
VARCHAR( 18),
column
searcharg LONG VARCHAR)
RETURNS TABLE(resultid db2texth);

l

The schema3,table, and column names are parameters
supplied by the user to specify the scopeof the text search.
Internally, this information can be usedby the ‘containstable’ function to determine the information (such as the

l

external text index name) that needs to be supplied to the
text search engine for specifying the context of the search.

extremely minimizes UDF overhead by eliminating

expensive inter-processcommunication.’
For a detailed description, the reader is referred to

2.
3.

1. Additionally, DB2 supportsa ‘fenced’ execution mode
for l mrusted’ UDFs, where the UDF runs in its own
process,separatefrom the DB engine.
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The conceptof table functions is available in IBM’s
DB2 Universal Databaseproduct
A schemain DB2 is simply a collection of named
objects,The sametable namecan be usedmultiple
tunes in different schemas,denoting different tables.

This information could be stored either in an additional
databasetable serving as a systemcatalog for text indices,
or in an external file. The result of the function call is a
table, whose rows identify the matching documents.
A query using this new UDF when written in standard
SQL3 would look like the following:
SELECT proj-no, title
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE description-id IN
(SELECT resultid
FROM TABLE(containstable(‘ COMPSCHEMA’,
‘PROJECTS’,
‘DESCRIPTION-ID’,
‘ “database” IN SAME SENTENCEAS
“object-relational” ‘))
AS restab(resultid))

l

This query producesthe sameresults as the original query
introduced in Section 2 using ‘contains’. The ‘containstable’ function producing a table of ids can be used in the
FROM clause of the SELECT statement,and referenced
just like any other table, as can be seenin the subquery in
the abovequery.
An alternative usageof this table function is the following
query, which uses a more efficient join instead of a subquery. A good query optimizer would also be capable of
internally producing this form of the query out of the previous one.
SELECT proj-no, title
FROM compschema.projects,
TABLE(containstable(‘COMPSCHEMA’ ,
‘PROJECTS’,
‘DESCRIPTION-ID’,
‘ “database” IN SAME SENTENCEAS
“object-relational” ‘))
AS restab(resultid)
WHERE description-id = resultid
As can be seenfrom the queries, in order to retrieve information about the matching projects, a join with the
projects table using the id columns has to be performed.
For performance reasons,an index on the identifier column should be available, so that a more efficient join
method can be chosenby the optimizer.
The significant advantageof using the table function ‘containstable’ is the performance gain. Since the resulting
identifiers can be directly picked up by the database
engine to locate the tuples in the projects table, the table
scanthat had to occur in the original ‘contains’ solution is
avoided. In other words, the index of the text search
engine is really utilized by the databaseengine to directly
determine result tuples in the projects table. Note that a
database index has to exist on the identifier column
(description-id) so that the resulting indentifiers can be
usedfor fast lookup.
But still there are disadvantagesin this approach:
The user has to decide to use the ‘containstable’ mnction and the different form of query insteadof the original one using ‘contains’ as introduced in Section 2.
l
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Moreover, existing query front-end tools that generate
SQL queriescurrently cannot createthe above syntax
involving table functions. It would therefore be nicer if
the DBMS (i.e., the optimizer) could automatically
apply a rewrite, if the underlying basetable is large
enough.
The containstableUDF works very well for basetables.
However, in the casethat we have a view that, for
instance,producesa union of two text tables, the usage
of the ‘containstable’ function may causeproblems.
This is becausethe view itself is not associatedwith a
text index at all, but the two text tablescan be associated
with different text indices. If the user supplies the
schema,table and column name of the view, the containstable function would needto break down the view
definition to the columns of the basetables involved.
This can be a very tedious tasksinvolving the lookup of
view definitions in systemcatalogsand semanticanalysis of the view definitions.
Therefore, we propose an automatic rewrite approach
involving the DB optimizer.

4 The Automatic Rewrite Approach
The above described containstable UDF exhibits exactly
the ‘properties’ that one usually finds with standard DB
indexing. For the evaluation of a certain predicate (or
function returning a boolean value), a special function
(index lookup) can be applied that yields an identification
of the matching values. For locating the applicable index,
one needsto know the schema,table, and column for the
item involved in the predicate, plus a value for the actual
lookup. These are exactly the input parametersfor ‘containstable’.
If the optimizer knows about the existenceof this function
and about the fact that it can be exploited when evaluating
the ‘contains’ function, then an automatic rewrite can be
performed by the optimizer. This can happen after view
expansion, which solves the second problem described
above.
Note that the user still has to supply the definition of the
table function, such as ‘containstable’. The table function
can hardly be generatedautomatically, becauseit follows a
different processingmodel than a scalar function.
4.1 Defining Index Functions
Assumethe following definition for the UDF ‘contains’:
CREATEFUNCTION
contains(text db2texth, searchargVARCHAR)
RETURNS BOOLEAN
Then this information required for performing the rewrite
can be communicatedto the DBMS through the following
extensionsin the definition of the ‘containstable’ UDF:
CREATEFUNCTION containstable(
VARCHAR(8),
schema
VARCHAR( 18),
table
VARCHAR( 18),
column

searcharg LONG VARCHAR)
RETURNS TABLE(resultid db2texth)
INDEX FUNCTION FOR
contains (id db2texth, arg VARCI-IAR)
INDEX CHECK index-exists (
VARCHAR(8), VARCHAR( 18), VARCHAR( 18))
COLUMNS id AS resultid
VALUE arg
Somecommentson the above extensions:
INDEX FUNCTION FOR contains (id db2texth, arg
VARCHAR)
This specifiesthat the ‘containstable’ function is a
rewrite alternative (‘index function’) for the UDF ‘contains’ with the given parametertypes.
INDEX CHECK index-exists (VARCHAR(8), VARCHAR(l8), VARCHAR(l8))
For the casethat the creation of the external text index is
not communicatedto the DBMS (e.g., using an extension of the ‘CREATE INDEX’ statement),this clause
specifiesa boolean UDF that can be usedto determine
whether a user-definedindex hasactually beendefined
on a certain column. The function parametersare the
schemaname,table name,and column name.
Such a function can be used at compile time to determine whether an index exists (result value = true) and
therefore the rewrite can be performed,or whether this
is not the case(result = false).
COLUMNS id AS resultid
This specifies(1) a parameterposition of the ‘original’
UDF (contains), and (2) a field name of the table
returned by the ‘index UDF’. The parameterin (1)
should hold the column item in the original query. In
other words, this is the name of the parameterthat is
replacedby the name of the indexed column in the UDF
call. The field name in (2) specifiesthe nameof the correspondingcolumn/field in the result table producedby
the ‘index UDF’.
It is a default assumption,that the index UDF has three
input parametersfor the given column, which take the
schemaname,tablename,and columnname.One may
think of index UDFs that involve more than one table
column. In this case,more than one parameterscan be
specifiedand the number of ‘default’ parametersfor the
index UDF would be 3 * # of columns.
VALUEarg
This specifiesthe parameterposition of the ‘original’
UDF (contains), which will hold the ‘value’ we are
using for the index lookup.
Given our samplequery
l

SELECT proj-no, title
FROM projects
WHERE contains(description-id,
‘ “database” IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘)
and the above definition of the function ‘containstable’ as
an index function, the rewrite processwould be performed
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in the following steps.
1.Basedon the function signature (i.e., name and parameter types) of the ‘contains’ function, the ‘containstable’
function can be determinedas a possible index function.
2. In the query, the ‘description-id’ column is usedas the
first parameterof the ‘contains’ function. This matches
the position of the formal parameter‘id’ for the contains
function, specifiedin the clause ‘COLUMNS id AS
resultid’ of the ‘containstable’ function.
3. In the query, the secondargumentof the ‘contains’ fhnction call is a text literal (constant). This matchesthe
position of the formal parameter‘arg’, specified in the
clause ‘VALUE arg’ of the ‘containstable’ function.
4. Using the schema,table, and column namesof the
‘description-id’ column as parameters,the check function ‘index-exists’ is called. The following rewrite steps
are only performed if the function evaluatesto true.
5. Basedon the correspondenceof the formal parameter
namesspecifiedin the index function definition, the
‘contains’ function call can be replacedby an IN predicate.The first operandof the IN predicate is the
‘description-id’ column, becauseits formal parameter
‘id’ in the ‘contains’ function is associatedwith the
result column name of the index function (resultid) in
the clause ‘COLUMNS id AS resultid’. The second
operandof the IN predicate is the subquery statement
involving the call of the index function ‘containstable’
as a table function. The namesof the schema,table, and
column involved in the original function call, together
with the searchargumentvalue are passedas arguments
of the ‘containstable’ function.
6. This results in the following rewritten query:
SELECT projno, title
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE description-id IN
(SELECT resultid
FROM TABLE(containstable(‘COMPSCHEMA’,
‘PROJECTS’,
‘DESCRIPTION-ID’,
‘ “database”IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘))
AS restab(resultid))
4.2 Rewrite Process
Based on the syntax given above for defining the index
function, we can now define in a general form, how a
query can be rewritten to replace the appearanceof a (scalar) search function by an equivalent search condition
involving the index function.
Consider the following ‘template’ for an index function
definition
CREATE FUNCTION <index-function-name>
(<schema> VARCHAR(8),
<table> VARCHAR( 18),
<columns VARCHAR(l8),

<value> <valuetype>)
RETURNS TABLE (<resultcol> <columntype>)
INDEX FUNCTION FOR <original-function>
(<paraml> <columntype>,
<param2> <valuetype>)
JNDEX CHECK <index-check-fct>
(<schema> VARCHAR(8),
<table> VARCHAR( 18),
<column> VARCHAR( 18))
COLUMNS <paraml> AS <resultcol>
VALUE <paran-&

ries over views correctly, the rewrite can only be applied
after the optimi=r has expandedthe view defmitions and
mergedthem with the original predicatesof the query.
Considerthe following simple view definition:
CREATE VIEW compschema.expensiveqrojectsAS
SELECT *
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE budget > 500 000
and the following query
SELECT proj-no, title
FROM compschema.expensive_projects
WHERE contains(description,
‘ “database”IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘)

Let’s assumethat we have an occurrence of the original
UDF with the following pattern.
SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE <original-function> (<colname>,<searcharg>)
where the formal parametername for <colname> in <original-function> is Cparaml>, and the formal parameter
name for <searcharg>is <param2>. Assumethat cschemaname>and <tablename>are the schemaand table names
for the column <colname>, and that <restablename>is an
arbitrary (temporary) table name generated by the optimizer for the rewrite.
Then we can rewrite the query in the following way:
if (<index-check-fct>(<schemaname>,<tablename>,
<colname>) = ‘true’)
replace ‘<original-function>(<colname>, <searcharg>)’
with ‘<colname> IN
(SELECT <restablename>.<resultcol>
FROM TABLE(<index-function-name>(
<schemaname>,
<tablename>,
<colname>,
<searcharg>)
AS <restablename>)’
The rewrite replaces the occurrence of the original t%nction with an IN predicate involving a subquery over the
table produced as the result of the index function. As
alreadypointed out earlier, an equivalent form of the query
produced by the rewrite would avoid the subquery, but
position the call of the index function in the FROM clause
of the query and use a join predicate instead of the IN
predicate. For our proposal, we assumethat the transformation of the subquery to the join can be left to the optimizer as a standard rewrite optimization, and therefore
does not need to be incorporated explicitly into the index
tunction rewrite.
4.3 Queries Involving Views
As one can see from the above description of the rewrite
process,this rewrite is ‘local’ in the sensethat it simply
replacesthe occurrenceof one predicate with another one
that involves a subquery.This can be seenas a local ‘predicate expansion’, which can be applied by a reasonably
capableoptimizer much in the sameway as a view expansion. However, there is one constraint in terms of when
this simple rewrite can be applied: In order to handle que-
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Applying the proposed index function rewrite before the
view expansion would result in the following rewritten
query:
SELECT proj-no, title
FROM compschema.expensive_projects
WHERE descriptior+id IN
(SELECT resulnd
FROM TABLE(containstable(‘COMPSCHEMA’ ,
‘EXPENSIVE-PROJECTS’,
‘DESCRIPTION’,
‘ “database”IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘))
AS restab(resultid))
However, the containstablefunction will fail to return the
desired results in this case, becausethe table name supplied
(‘EXPENS:E PR~CTS’)“fs not tz nameyfyg
table, but the <ame of the view. Therefore, a lookup to
determinethe name of the index associatedwith the queried table will fail, since only basetables can be indexed.
Consequently, the index function rewrite can only be
applied after the optimizer has brought the query into the
following form (or into an internal representationequivalent to this query) by expanding the view definition and
merging the WHERE clauses.
SELECT proj-no, title
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE
budget > 500 000
AND contains(description,
‘ “database” IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘)
Then, the application of the index function rewrite yields
the following, correct form.
SELECT projno, title
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE
budget > 500 000
AND description-id IN
(SELECT resultid
FROM TABLE(containstable(‘COMPSCHEMA’,
‘PROJECTS’,

‘DESCRIPTION’,
‘ “database”IN SAME SENTENCEAS
“object-relational” ‘))
AS restab(resultid))

Our approachcan be generalizedto allow index functions
that can be applied in this case as well. For this type of
support, the index function would need to take additional
argumentsfor capturing the predicate and the additional
operands in the predicate. The CREATE FUNCTION
statementfor the indexing function would then look like
the following one:
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CREATE FUNCTION ranktable(
schema
VARCHAR(8),
table
VARCHAR( 18),
column
VARCHAR( 18),
searcharg LONG VARCHAR,
predicate VARCHAR(l8),
rankval
DOUBLE PRECISION)
RETURNS TABLE(resultid db2textb)
INDEX FUNCTION FOR
rank(id db2texth, arg LONG VARCHAR)
INDEX CHECK index-exists
(VARCHAR(8), VARCHAR( 18), VARCHAR( 18),
VARCHAR(18))
COLUMNS id AS resultid
VALUE arg

Optimizer Considerations
The rewrite mechanismfor index function integratesvery
well with existing optimizer technology, mainly because
of two reasons:
The required transformation affectsonly the scopeof a
single predicate in a query, and replacesthe predicate
entirely with another one. No complex transformations
in the scopeof the entire query are required. Therefore,
the implementation of the rewrite in the scopeof a relational optimizer is inexpensive, and doesnot comein
the way with existing rewrite optimization rules.
The rewrite utilizes existing languageconstructs(i.e.,
userdefined table functions), which, if supportedby the
databaseengine, are already known to the optimizer in
terms of execution costs,statistics,etc. For example,
DB2 Universal Database[Cha96, Dav96] allows the
user to give information to the optimizer about the execution costsof external, user-definedfunctions. Since
index functions are nothing more than standarduserdefined table functions, the optimizer can use cost information supplied for them in the further processof optimizing the query. In other words, no additional
extensionsto the optimizer are required for communicating information about costsand statistics.
l

l

There are two significant changes (marked by putting
them in bold face) when comparedwith the approachoutlined abovefor the boolean functions:
Additional parametershave beenaddedfor communicating the predicate(in textual form) and the 2nd operand involved in the predicateto the indexing finction.
At run-time, theseparameterswill hold the predicate
(e.g., ‘>‘) and the secondparameter(e.g., 0.5) of the
comparisonin which the original function call appears.
The function for checking at compile-time, if an index
exists, has beenextendedby an additional parameter
that holds the predicateinvolved in the comparison
(e.g., ‘>‘). This is usedby the ‘index7exists’ function to
determine,whether the user-definedindex functionality
can handlethe predicateat all. If the predicatecannot be
interpretedby the indexing function, then the
‘index-exists’ function can return an appropriate error
code at compile-time to prohibit the rewrite.
The automatic rewrite for the above query would then
result in the following query:
l

l

Generalization for arbitrary predicates
The above approach supports the rewrite of user-defined
functions that return a boolean value. What if a function
returns other (numeric or non-numeric) values, and
appearsas an operandof an arbitrary SQL predicate?
Assumethe following definition for the UDF ‘rank’:
CREATE FUNCTION rank (id db2texth,
arg LONG VARCHAR)
RETURNS DOUBLE PRECISION

SELECT proj-no, title
FROM compschema.projects
WHERE description-id IN
(SELECT resultid
FROM TABLE(ranlctable(‘COMPSCHEMA’,
‘PROJECTS’,
‘DESCRIPTION’,
‘ “database” IN SAME SENTENCE AS
“object-relational” ‘,
‘>‘,
0.5))
AS restab(resultid))

This function behaves like the contains function, but
returns a rank value insteadof a boolean value, describing
how well a document meets the text search criteria. For
example,the query
SELECT proj-no, title
FROM projects
WHERE rank (description,
‘ “database” IN SAME SENTENCE
AS “object-relational” ‘)
> 0.5

would retrieve all text information for documents that
match the given searchargument with a rank value > 0.5
(all rank values rangebetween 0 and 1).

In other words, the predicate ‘>’ and the second operand
‘0.5’ would be passedto the index function as additional
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parameters.The lower bound of 0.5 for the rank value can
then either be passedto the external search engine (provided that the programming API of the text searchengine
supportsthis), or it can be applied on the results delivered
by the text searchengine in the table function itself, which
would return only those documents whose rank value
exceedthe given threshold.

6 Related Work
The presentedapproachallows the efficient exploitation of
content-specific indexing and search capabilities of existing, stand-alonesearchengines in databases,without having to add new, content-specific accessmethods to the
databaseor map content-specific indices onto the existing
databaseaccessmethods.
[CS933addressesthe sameproblem, and presentsa solution basedon user-defined,logical rewrite rules for specifying logical equivalencesof subqueries.In contrast, our
approachfocuseson the easy and straightforward specification of a certain type of equivalencesthat can also be
handled more efficiently by the query engine in the query
rewrite phase, without introducing a logic-based rewrite
rule notation. Moreover, we introduce capabilities to supply the table functions in the rewritten part of the query
with information available to the query processingengine,
such as table name and column name of the columns
involved in the query, and with the capability to register
index check functions (such as ‘index-exists’) that allow
the query engine to check on prerequisites to be met
before the rewrite takesplace.
The approachespresented in [DDSS95] and [GFHR96]
for integrating text searchand databaseshave beendeveloped on the basis mapping the text index itself into relational tables. In other words, an (enhanced)inverted word
list of text documentsis stored in a relational table, which
can be indexed using the standardindexing techniquesof
the DBMS. [DDSS95] uses an enhancementof the database engine for this purpose, which is essentially a capability to store a table as ‘index only’ or as an inverted table
structure. In both approaches, the user or application
assumesresponsibility for updating index information, if
the original text documents change. Moreover, the application has to be aware of the index model and the correlation of text tables and index tables in formulating text
search queries. Essentially, this approach completely
exposes the structure of the content-specific index and
requires to reimplement content-specificsearchwithin the
databasesystem.Using this mapping scheme,the support
that can be provided by the databasesystemis limited to a
text search involving a single keyword. Complex search
patterns need to be mappedto a combination of independent relational operations on the underlying base tables,
making additional optimizations usually performed by
searchenginesnot applicable.
The approach described in [LS88], also in the realm of
textual databases,which is basedon extensions of indexing support in the POSTGRESsystem[Sto86], essentially
suffers the same drawbacks. An extended indexing sup-

port is provided that permits a user-defined function to
produce a list of values for given column value, which are
then storedin the index entries insteadof the original column value. This is used to produce a list of keywords
found in a text document, resulting in an index structure
similar to an inverted word list, The same limitation in
terms of the complexity of search and the required reimplementationof additional searchcapabilities within of the
DBMS as describedabove apply here as well.
A number of databaseaccessmethods have been developed for content-specific search, such as the R-tree
[Gut841and the P-tree [Jag901for spatial data, or D-trees
[Dav96b] for textual data. In the (rare) casethat a database
system supports such access methods, they are ‘hardwired’ into the database engine, leaving no room for
adjustmentsto the specific requirement and advantagesof
the indexing technology ‘owned’ by a search engine vendor.
Adding new accessmethodsto a databaseengine is a very
complicated and expensive task. [HNP95] and [KMH97]
present an accessmethod ‘template’ called generalized
search trees, which can easily be ‘instantiated’ by plugging in various ‘operations’ into the generic template.
While this approachseemsto be very promising, it is proposing a framework for a tight integration of user-defined
accessmethodsinto the DB system,whereasour approach
concentrateson making existing accessstructuresof external searchenginesefficiently exploitable in SQL queries.
[HS93] addressesthe optimization of queries involving
expensive predicates, such as external function invocations. By exploiting cost information about the predicate
invocations, the query processorwill evaluate such expensive predicatesas late in the plan as possible. Such techniques rely only on the availability of cost information for
the execution of UDFs, and do not attempt to replace a
query predicate by another predicate or subquery. They
therefore complement our approach in that they can be
used to further optimize both the original query plan, as
well as the one resulting from our proposed rewrite, and
chosethe best one in the end.

7 Summary
Object-relational databasesystems have started to leave
the researchlabs and becomea reality in the marketplace.
Thesesystemsare capableof languageextension that permit suppliers of content-specific search technology, such
as fulltext retrieval engines, to ‘plug’ into the database
engine in order to extend the content management and
searchcapabilities of SQL.
In this paper,we have presentedan approachthat supports
this type of plug-in extensibility in an easy and efficient
manner.Basedon the concept of user-defined table fttnctions, which can be registeredin the databaseengine as socalled index functions, a search technology provider can
integrate searchas well as indexing support into the databaseengine without significant impact to the original, content-specific search engine, and without sacrificing
integration at the query language(SQL) and query execu-
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